
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Garmin® and Yacht Controller® Announce Integration of Yacht 
Controller “OneHelm” Panel on Garmin MFDs

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. – OCT. 31, 2018  –  Yacht Controller , well known
for providing “innovative technology for the marine industry” , announced today
the integration of the Yacht Controller information and control panel on
compatible  Garmin  multifunction displays (MFDs) with OneHelm™ functionality.
This integration allows Yacht Controller and Garmin users to take advantage of
the Garmin display for accessing the Yacht Controller panel during their
maneuvers, thereby having a vivid color visual and easy method to start and see
the system without the need for another dedicated Yacht Controller screen on
their boat.

Gerald Berton, President of Yacht Controller, stated that this strategic alliance
provides the opportunity for Yacht Controller and Garmin customers to take
advantage of combining both companies’ advanced technologies within the
Garmin screen to improve their boating pleasure, safety, and experience.

Michael Range from Garmin said that working together with a proven advanced
technology brand such as Yacht Controller and incorporating them into the
Garmin OneHelm solution will provide customers the opportunity to easily see
and control multiple functions via Garmin’s intuitive high- resolution HD
touchscreen displays and its high- performance processor providing a superior
user experience. 
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Sales Contact: Anthony Valiente , 305.761.8161; Sales@theYachtGroup.com

About Yacht Controller

Yacht Controller is a member of The Yacht Group family of trusted marine products which
includes  Yacht Controlle r ,   Yacht GraphX ,   Yacht Thruster ,    Yacht Command ,
Yacht Beam & Yacht Cam . We bring the highest quality products, expertise,
professionalism and support to the yachting community through “innovative technology for the
marine industry”. Our products are used on thousands of boats of all sizes with more than
180 brands… and counting. For more information, please visit  www.TheYachtGroup.com .

About Garmin International Inc.

Garmin International Inc. is a subsidiary of Garmin Ltd. (Nasdaq: GRMN). Garmin Ltd. is
incorporated in Switzerland, and its principal subsidiaries are located in the United States,
Taiwan and the United Kingdom. Garmin is a registered trademark.

See Us At The Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show!
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